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ABSTRACT A cornerstone of the rehabilitative regime for people diagnosed with dyskinesia is walking
assist and gait training, however, prolonged care, provided by relatives or professionals, serves as a massive
financial burden to patients. The proposed novel robotic walker seeks to address this concern. The walker
incorporates human motion intention recognition to facilitate lower limb rehabilitation training and daily
walking. The walker design places strong emphasis on patient safety and quality of life by providing
omni-directional walking assist, four key pelvic motions that support hip rotations and comfortable body
weight support (BWS). Additionally, five sensors were installed to identify the user’s motion intention from
the interaction forces surrounding the pelvis and dead zone. Furthermore, Kalman filtering was used to
guarantee the quality of the interactive signal while kinematic and dynamic models were derived to generate
appropriate driving velocities to support patient’s body weight and improve mobility. To validate our design,
the MATLAB simulations and exploratory clinical trials using healthy subjects were performed. Preliminary
results demonstrate satisfactory kinematic performance and suggest the walker as a promising therapeutic
avenue for individuals suffering from dyskinesia and other associated movement disorders.

INDEX TERMS Lower rehabilitation robot, motion control, design, stroke, robotic walker, human–machine
interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION
According to the World Health Organization, globally every
year 15million individuals suffer from a stroke and 33million
individuals present with some form of physical disability [1].
These prevalence levels present as a major rehabilitative
challenge. Fueling this rise is an aging global population [2].
Increased age is linked with dysbasia and increased risk
of falling. This is extremely worrisome as age serves as a
major risk fact for dysbasia and increased risk of falling [3].
To combat this rise, rehabilitative regimes, comprising of
healthcare professionals and their respective tools, have been
established [4]. These regimes are crucial to preventing
muscle atrophy and adhesion in individuals diagnosed with
dysbasia [5]. However, a major limitation of the current
method is the financial burden placed on the patient and
the healthcare system, but community-based rehabilitation
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is the major method to improve gait function and minimize
functional deficits for subsequent treatments. Taken together,
it is evident that stroke and disability rehabilitation is
essential, however, a more fiscally responsible method is
required.

Mobility aids are important and have been developed
to improve mobility and independent Activities of Daily
(ADL) [8]. Today, a wide range of aids are implemented,
from ultrasonic canes [6] to passive and active walkers [7].
Considering their constitutive materials, control methods
and structural configurations, mobility aids can be divided
into five major categories: electrically powered wheelchair,
exoskeleton robot, intelligent ultrasonic cane, robot assist
walker and robotic smart walker [9]. With respect to currently
available walkers, the conventional design, constructed using
casters and hand brakes [10], are easiest to manipulate,
but much less effective in preventing falls and improving
health outcomes compared to other designs such as walkers
with electronic components and robotic smart walkers [11].
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Robotic walkers with electronic components, such as the
passive i-Walker proposed by Cortes et al. [12] have emerged
as an improved alternative for walking assistance. This type
of walker controls the automated braking system while
walking over ground [13]–[15]. Alternatively, robotic smart
walkers with the BWS are developed to reduce the risks
of training and accommodate for lack of physical support,
theAndago robot of theHocoma robotic device [16], provides
users with continuous BWS. Based on clinical suggestions
of using a mobility aid [17], the walker should maintain the
stability of the center of mass (CoM), and provide patients
with body support to facilitate the standing and walking
well. Currently, the literature surrounding human-following
is mainly focused on following the user’s CoM and obstacle
avoidance.

In order to better satisfy the clinical demands of the
community at large, research regarding mobility aids has
been focused towards automation, multi-function, and pelvic
motions during the rehab process now. At present, the walkers
are usually capable of identification of user’s motion
intention by sensors [18]–[20], In general, the human motion
intention recognition tasks of a mobile aid could be divided
into three steps: 1) Human detection via sensors, such as
mechanical sensors and optical sensors; 2) Interactive signal
processing; 3) Human motion state/intention estimation.
For instance, the active robotic walker JARoW developed
by Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
fulfills the functionalities of man-machine interaction via
two infrared sensors, and estimate the walking state via the
observation of shin distance [21]. To realize natural gait,
pelvic motion module has been designed, such as the balance
assessment robot (BAR) can control the haptic interaction
by two force sensors, four servo motors and two spherical
hinges [22]. The robotic walker developed by the National
University of Singapore [23], can detect force and torque
on the walker via a six-axis force/torque sensor, and then
estimate the motion intention for over-ground walking.

The last step of walker control is to determine the
velocity and direction of the platform, admittance control
system is adopted extensively, such as the BAR implemented
admittance-based haptic interaction control to satisfy the
forces between the subject’s pelvis and robot [24]. The DZ
and the KF [25] are also widely applied in man-machine
interactive control with excellent performance in reducing
the effects of noise and interference from measurements
effectively. Of particular note is that the existing interaction
control and human following still existed several problems,
such as the delay setting of the controller and accurate
intention recognition, to solve the aforementioned challenges,
key issues are as follows: 1) Reasonable setting of delay
between the user’s motion and actuators of the walker, for
the instability of interactive signal caused by the irrelevant
motions; 2) Obtaining the motion intention via sufficient
sensors and reliable recognition algorithm. In this paper,
we employ springs and cushion to reduce the noise of
the interactive signal, and the DZ and the KF are applied

to optimize the intention recognition. Ensuring both high
accuracy and quick responsiveness, the velocity control
method is proposed to achieve human-following tasks and
feedforward control method is implemented to realize the
accurate BWS. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

a) satisfied four key pelvic motions and covered the
workspace;

b) designed a motorized walker with intention recognize
system based on the mechanical sensors;

c) proposed a velocity control method and a feedforward
control method to facilitate the human following and
interaction control.

The presentation of this work is divided into five sections.
In Sec. 2, the key pelvic motions are introduced, the
conceptual design and recognition algorithm are detailed.
Then, the kinematics of mobile platform and dynamics of
the BWS system are studied in Sec. 3. Performance analysis
and experimental studies are studied to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed system and methods in Sec. 4.
Finally, conclusion and further developments of this work are
given in Sec. 5.

FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the pelvic motions.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This chapter describes the mechanical structure of the omni-
directional robotic walker (ORW), which is based on clinical
need, and the recognition algorithm, which is based on
mechanical sensors. The bilateral hip joints of the human
pelvis, as shown in Fig 1, are the most complicated weight
bearing structures in the body. Pelvic motions play an
extremely importance role in walking and balance [26].
The human pelvis shows six basic movements in normal
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walking, i.e., mediolateral motion (ML), anterior-posterior
motion (AP), down-up motion (DU), anterior-posterior tilt
(AT), pelvic obliquity (PO) and pelvic rotation (PR) [27].
Watanabe et al. [28] concluded that the ML, DU, PO and PR
are key gait parameters, and are important for energy trans-
formation and the maintenance of body stability. According
to previous work, the estimated range of motion (RoM) of the
pelvis during normal walking is given [29]. In addition, it is
worth noting that the RoM of pelvis can vary greatly among
different persons.

Although the literature has indicated that the previously
mentioned four key motions are the dominant actions in
balance training and gait rehabilitation, exercises which
involve the AP and AT are still included in treadmill training
and core muscle training. And the synchronized movement
of pelvis is the basis of natural gait, which is more beneficial
for motor relearning [30]. Furthermore, accounting for the
six basic movements allows for more complex trajecto-
ries that are helpful for rehabilitation exercise. Therefore,
designing a robotic walker that satisfies the pelvic motion
requirements and has body weight support system is our
objective.

A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
From the pelvic motion analysis and previous experi-
ence [31], it is difficult to achieve all pelvic motions and limit
the RoM at the same time with serial mechanism. Having
previously designed a walker with a serial pelvic mechanism,
amajor limitationwas irregular signal inputs. On the contrary,
parallel mechanisms are more likely to match the rotation
axes and limit the RoM of pelvis than serial mechanisms.
However, parallel mechanisms also present with limitations.
For example, a small workspace and kinematic coupling.
Therefore, a series-parallel mechanism was used to ensure
all pelvic motions were satisfied, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
In addition, the mounting position of wheels were altered to
enhance the dexterity of the walker, and it has an edge in
narrow space.

A robotic walker prototype was developed with a healthy
volunteer as shown in Fig. 2(a), the ORW consists of three
main parts: i) an omni-directional mobile platform (OMP);
ii) a body weight support system (BWSS) and iii) a pelvic
brace (PB) with mechanical sensors. The purpose of the
OMP is to provide omni-directional over-ground mobility.
It is designed as a ring-shaped rigid steel frame. Once the
electrical components are installed, the patient has 0.4 m
of free space in the ML direction, and 1.2 m of free
space in the AP direction. The OMP is supported with
three omni-directional wheels and two passive caster wheels
to maintain the stability. The omni-directional wheels are
mounted underneath the frame with three 10:1 gear reduction
unit (T.W.T Co., Ltd. TR 60) and three servo motors of the
Beckhoff Co., Ltd. AM8122, to achieve over-ground move
with respect to the pelvic center.

The purpose of the BWSS is to provide body weight
support during gait and achieve the sit-to-stand (STS)

FIGURE 2. Prototype and schematic diagram of the ORW. The OMP
represents the omni-directional mobile platform, the BWSS represents
the body weight support system and the PB represents the pelvic brace.

transfer. The BWSS can achieve a vertical displacement
of 0.5 m for body weight support via a parallel four-bar
mechanism, the trajectory of end is semi-circular shaped
while the pose is unaltered. The BWSS is actuated by a servo
motor of the Beckhoff Co., Ltd. AM8131 with a 120:1 gear
reduction unit (T.W.T Co., Ltd. TR 90). Additionally, ten
tension springs are mounted between the two parallel bars,
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to relieve the load of the motor. And a laptop PC (Surface
Pro 7) that runs on Microsoft’s Windows 10 as the upper
computer on top of the BWSS frame.

The PB is designed to be installed on the end of the BWSS,
a torque sensor (SBT851/±500 N·m) is mounted between
the PB and the BWSS. It is of three degrees-of-freedom
(DoFs) to achieve natural pelvic motions. The first DoF (R5)
is realized by a rotary joint which is parallel to ground,
it allows the pelvic obliquity of ±10 ◦ with two compressed
springs to provide reset force. And its axis passes through
the pelvic center like the wrist joint of industrial robot [32],
hence it will not lead to displacement of the pelvis. The last
DoF is realized by a parallel four-bar mechanism, two ball
splines and user’s pelvis, the pelvis can rotate around the Z
axis, the RoM is ±10 ◦; and this mechanism allows the ML
move of ±25 mm. Four pressure sensors (SBT741/±20 kg)
are installed around the pelvis to identify the user’s
motion intention, and a safety belt is employed to connect
the walker.

While the OMP and the BWS are driven by actuators,
the PB is completely passive with flexibility. All joint
flexibility is realized by springs, as shown in Fig. 2. The
primary function of springs is to maintain pelvis in the
balance position and orientation, the force value of 30-50 N
is enough to guide the pelvic motions. However, researchers
suggest that the force value of 80-120 N is eligible to
change the balanced state [33], [34]. Therefore, the design
of spring stiffness is based on the interaction force and RoM
of pelvis in this paper. During walking with the walker,
the subject is connected to ORW through a harness, and the
subject can manipulate the walker via pelvic motions. Four
pressure sensors and one torque sensor are installed at the
connection points around the pelvis tomeasure the interaction
force. The main power supply consists of two 48 V, 12 Ah
lithium batteries that power the motor drivers, laptop PC and
controller. The data collection, signal processing and velocity
control are done on the Beckhoff PLC CX-5130 embedded
PC in TwinCAT2.

B. RECOGNITION ALGORITHM
As the walker is designed to assist patients with walking
and weight lifting, an intention-based recognition algorithm
is designed to detect the interaction forces and moments,
as shown in Fig. 3. During the operation of the walker,
the user first applies forces and moments on the force and
torque sensors. These signals are then sent to the intention-
based controller to determine the corresponding walking
intention. With the user’s intention and motion states of the
walker, the controller will generate proper motor speeds to
assist the user for maneuver. The human pelvis connects the
robot via two spherical hinges and the harness. When the
pelvis moves or rotates, pelvis presses the four force sensors
and torque sensor, then the sensors connected with the walker
will generate force signal fi(i= 1,2,3,4) and torque sensor will
generate torque signal t5. The distance from the axis of R5 to
the axis of the front force sensors is ui(i = 1,2). The distance

FIGURE 3. Foundation of intention recognition controller.

from the axis of torque sensor to the pelvic center is l5. Then
the resultant force/moment is defined as:

Fx =
∑

fi (i = 3, 4)

Fy =
∑

fi (i = 1, 2)

Fz = t5/l5

Mz =
∑

(fi × ui) (i = 1, 2)

(1)

FIGURE 4. Control architecture of the robotic walker.

The resultant forces and torques are then used to implement
an intention control with the control flow chart given in Fig. 4,
The control system should have robustness to ignore normal
oscillations in the signals that result from walking and sensor
noise, dead zone and Kalman filtering are used to guarantee
the quality of interactive signal. We defined two threshold
values (TV): Ft is the threshold value for rectilinear motion,
and Mt is the threshold value for curvilinear motion, and its
value is determined by trial and error. Overlarge threshold
value will cause vibration and tiny threshold value is not
beneficial to stability. Then the control algorithm is defined,
as shown in Table 1: 1) if Fy > Ft , |Mz| < Mt and |Fx | < Ft ,
then move forward; 2) if Fx < −Ft , |Mz| < Mt and
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TABLE 1. Basic motion patterns with respect to force/moment signals.

∣∣Fy∣∣ < Ft , then move to left; 3) if Fx > Ft , |Mz| < Mt and∣∣Fy∣∣ < Ft , then move to right; 4) if Mz > Mt and
∣∣Fy∣∣ < Ft ,

then turn left; 5) if Mz < −M t and
∣∣Fy∣∣ < Ft , then turn

right; 6), and if other conditions, then stop. For the intention
controller of the BWSS, the executes control as follows:
1) if Fz > Ft , then move upward; 2) if Fz <

−Ft , then move downward; 3) and if other conditions,
then stop.

C. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
The input and output of the closed-loop control system are
interaction forces/torques and actuating speed of motors,
as shown in Fig. 4, the first step is that the sensors measure
the error between the interaction forces/torques and desire
forces/torques, then the PLC calculates the actuating speed of
motors, the intention controller is to choose the PD controller
parameters based on the motion state and force/torque
signals. The users can switch the move mode via the remote
control, and dead zone and the KF were applied to reduce the
effects of noise and interference. The low-level controller is
executed at 1000 Hz and the high-level controller is executed
at 100 Hz. During walking with the walker, the PLC reads
the force/moment signals generated by the pelvis motion, and
then the intention controller determines the corresponding
walking intention and controls the motor velocity to assist the
user in walking and standing.

Affected by the composition error and zero drift of
the sensors, and irrelevant motions and instability of the
CoM, the motion control of the walker is challengeable.
Therefore, the KFwas enforced to relieve the aforementioned
interference, the estimation and correction process can be
expressed as:

xt = Axt−1 + K t (zt − CAxt−1) (2)

where

K t = P tCT
(
CP tCT

+ R
)−1

(3)

P t = AP t−1AT + Q (4)

zt =
[
f1 f2 f3 f4 t5

]T (5)

xt represents the real state of the system at moment t, A
represents the state-transition matrix, K t is the Kalman gain

at moment t, zt =
[
f 1 f 2 f 3 f 4 t5

]T represents the
observed value matrix at moment t,C is measurement matrix,
P t is the error matrix at moment t, R is the covariance matrix
of measurement noise,Q is the covariancematrix of predicted
noise.

We can achieve the aforementioned motion modes via
velocity of the OMP, angular velocity of the OMP and
velocity of the BWSS, so the relation between input
force/moment and output velocity can be expressed as:

νc = kττ c + kpf e + kd ḟ e (6)

where νc =
[
ẋc ẏc żc ωc

]T is the theoretical output velocity
of the robotic walker, f e is the tracking error between the
resultant wrench Fs =

[
Fx Fy Fz Mz

]T and the required
wrench Fr =

[
Fxr Fyr Fzr Mzr

]T , ḟ e is the differential
error, kp and kp are the PD parameters of the control
algorithm, τ c is the computed torque and kτ is the gain
coefficient to involve the generalized mass and viscous
friction in the controller to eliminate the delay. To calculate
the output velocity of each motor of the walker, kinematical
and dynamics modeling are required.

III. DYNAMICS MODELING
Figure 2 is a kinematic model of the walker, depicting
the motion principle of each joint. In kinematic modeling,
the kinematical equations of the active joints were derivated
via a vectorial method in this paper. The derivation process
of the kinetic equation is presented, as shown in Fig. 5, form
the tip to the actuating shaft.

FIGURE 5. Kinetic reaction in multi-rigid-body system.

A. KINEMATICS OF THE WALKER
The patient’s pelvis is considered as the end-effector defined
by a body coordinate frameOpXpYpZp is attached, with origin
Op at the center of the pelvis. The initial orientation of the
body coordinate frame is aligned with the fixed coordinate
frame. The Vector P expresses the position from O0 to Ob.
The Matrix R describes the rotation from the body frame
to the fixed frame, and α denotes the angle of the rotation
around the X axis (X Euler angle signifies pelvic tilt); β
is the angle around Y axis (Y Euler angle signifies pelvic
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obliquity); γ is the angle around Z axis (Z Euler angle
signifies pelvic rotation).

The OXYZ is set as a global coordinate system with the
origin at a point in space. o0x0y0z0 is the local coordinate
system attached to the OMP and its position and orientation
is defined as pM = [ x y 0 ]T and oM = [ 0 0 9 ]T .
The twist of the OMP in the OXYZ frame is expressed as
tM = [ vM ωM ]T , and in the local coordinate frame as tR =
[ vR ωR ]

T . For the walker, r denotes the radius of driving
wheel; di denotes the distance between opp (projection of op)
and each wheel position; ϕi denotes the angular displacement
of the ith wheel; R denotes the radius of the platform; and
point C is the mass center of the mobile platform. The
rotation speeds of the three driving wheels are defined as
ωw =

[
q̇1 q̇2 q̇3

]T . Under the assumption of pure rolling
without slippage, the kinematic equation of the OMP can be
expressed:

ωw = J−1w tR (7)

where

J−1w =
1
r

−1 0 0 0 0 d1 cos (π/2− ϕ1)
0.5 − 0.866 0 0 0 d2 cos (π/6− ϕ2)
0.5 0.866 0 0 0 d3 cos (π/6+ ϕ3)

 (8)

di =
√(

yi − yp
)2
+
(
xi − xp

)2 (9)

ϕi = tan−1
(
yi − yp
xi − xp

)
(10)

yp = l5 + sin q4l4 (11)

where (xi, yi) is the position coordinate of ith wheel on the
ground, and

(
xp, yp

)
is the projected coordinate of pelvic

center in the horizontal plane. yp is influenced by the motion
of the BWSS systemwhile xp is unaltered. Combining Eq. (6)
and Eq. (7), we can control the motors of the OMP. Then the
tM can be obtained by multiplying a rotation matrix.

According to the Fig. 2, the position vector from the global
origin to the ith joint can be expressed as:

P i = pM + l0 +
∑i

j=4
RjP ′j (12)

Taking derivative of Eq. (12) yields the linear velocity
vector as

Ṗ i = vM + ωM × l0 +
∑i

i=j
ωGj ×RjP

′
j (13)

where ωGj is the body angular velocity vector expressed as

ωGj = ωM +
∑j

k=4
q̇k żk (14)

where q̇k (k = 4, 5, 6, 7) is the kth joint velocity, żk is the kth
joint unit vector of rotation axis. Substituting equation (14)
into (13) yields twist vector of the ith joint in the global frame:

W vi = W vM + WωM × b0 +
∑i

j=1
ωwj ×

(
1Rjb′j

)
(15)

Wωi =
WωM +

∑i

j=1
q̇jzj (16)

Taking derivative of Eq. (15) and (16) yields the accelera-
tion twist as:

W v̇i = W v̇M + W ω̇M × b0+WωM ×
(
WωM × b0

)
+

∑i

j=1
ω̇wj ×

(
1Rrjb′j

)
+

∑i

j=1
ωwj

×

(
ωwj ×

(
1Rjb′j

))
(17)

W ω̇i =
W ω̇M +

∑i

j=1
q̈jzj + Wωri ×

(∑i

j=1
q̇jzj

)
(18)

FIGURE 6. Forces and moments on the BWSS.

B. DYNAMICS OF THE WALKER
For the joints 5∼7 have tiny effect on the control, this section
focuses on the dynamics of joint 4, as shown in Fig. 6, the
tip wrench acted on the end of the walker, and the torque
sensor monitored the vertical component of the wrench and
part gravity of the PB. The actuating shaft should conquer
the equivalent torque generated by the wrench, inertia force,
elastic force and gyroscopic couple.

For the elastic force, in the joint coordinate system,
the point di denotes the lower connection point of the tension
spring, and ui denotes the upper connection point. Then the
equivalent resultant moment can be expressed:

τ4t =
∑

(f 4i × l4i)(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (19)

where

f 4i = f4i �
(
−→
uidi |uidi|

)
(20)

l4i =
[
xdi ydi 0

]T (21)

f4i = k4 (lai − lo) (22)

lai =
√
(xui − xdi)2 + (yui − ydi)2 (23)

where (xui, yui) is the position coordinate of ith connection
point, lo is the original length of the tension spring, k4 is the
elastic coefficient, and n is the number of tension springs.

Using a backward recursive method, the wrench acting on
the ith joint can be expressed as:

wi =Mi ṫ
J
i + Bi +Hii+1wi+1 (24)

where wi =
[
fJi mJ

i

]T is the wrench including force vector
fJi and moment vector mJ

i of ith joint, Mi is the generalized
mass matrix, ṫJi is the vector including linear acceleration
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vector ai − g and angular acceleration vector αi, Bi is the
matrix including centrifugal forces and gyroscopic moments,
wi+1 =

[
fJi+1 mJ

i+1

]T
is the wrench of (i + 1)th joint

or external wrench, Hii+1 is the transformation matrix. The
segment angular velocity and acceleration (ωi, αi) and linear
acceleration of centre of mass (ai) had been calculated via
kinematics and derivation. Then the wrench of joint 4 can be
expressed as:

w4=
∑7

j=4

[∏j

i=4

(
Hi−1,i

)
Mi ṫ

J
i

]
+

∑7

j=4

[∏j

i=4

(
Hi−1,i

)
Bi

]
+

∏7

i=4

(
Hi−1,i

)
wp7

(25)

where wp7 =
[
f p mp

]T , and projecting w4 to the z4 axis,
we can obtain

τ4c = (m4 +m5 + · · · +m7) (l4q̈4cosq4 − gz)

+ I r4q̈4 + I r4q̇
2
4 + fzt (26)

where mi is the mass of ith bar, I r4 is the simplified inertia,
and fzt is the vertical force calculated via the torque sensor.
Then the output torque of the motor can be expressed as:

τ4 = τ4c − τ4t (27)

FIGURE 7. The color scale encodes the dexterity in the workspace; blue
indicates areas with higher dexterity of the walker and three circles
donate the three wheels.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The workspace of the robotic walker was analyzed during
the processes of the STS transfer and over-ground walking
in [32]. This paper focused on the analysis of dexterity,
effectiveness and maneuverability.

A. SIMULATION STUDY
The dexterity of the robotic walker was discussed by way
of ascertaining the indices of the condition number of the
Jacobian matrix to evaluate the kinematic performance of the
walker. The Jacobian matrix J of the system can be calculated
by the kinematics. The condition number was calculated as:

κ (J) = ‖J‖
∥∥∥J−1∥∥∥ (28)

The simulation results show that the walker had a large
workspace and it’s completely symmetric about the y-axis.
The maximal condition number (6.7) appears at the middle-
upper part of reachable workspace, the minimal dexterity
index is 2.8. When reachable point closes to the center
of the walker, the dexterity index declines to 6.7 and the
reachable pose is decreasing. The simulation results indicate
that the reachable workspace of walker can cover the desired
motion space of pelvis, and no dramatic change of condition
number demonstrates that the dexterity of the robotic walker
is satisfactory.

FIGURE 8. Verification experiment with subject 1 (a) and subject 2 (b).
The attention line is the reference path and the black line represents the
actual path.

B. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this section, two experiments were carried out to assess
the following and unloading force performance of the walker.
Firstly, two volunteers were asked to walk along a given path.
The path is designed as a foursquare curve with a semicircle
line, as shown in Fig. 8, in order to challenge the individual to
use all moving modes. The task is extremely challenging for
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FIGURE 9. Translated torque sensor signal with a reference support.

TABLE 2. Subject information.

the maneuverability of the ORW. Participants were instructed
to follow the attention line indicated on the ground. Two trials
were conducted for each participant and the experimental
results were recorded by the black line. To record the black
line, a marking pen was fixed to the front of the walker and
was visible to the experimenters. As indicated in table 2,
the average participant age, height and weight was 30.5m,
168.5 cm and 60.0 kg respectively. Each individual was
anchored to the walker through a harness and was given a
5 min acclimation period before being instructed to complete
the task within 30 seconds. The start point, end point and
waypoint were also recorded.

FIGURE 10. Translated torque sensor signal with a reference support.

The second experiment assessed unloading force perfor-
mance. Individuals were instructed to walk using the walker
while either a 0 kg or 10 kg was concurrently unloaded.
The signal of the torque sensor and gait cycle (GC) were
then measured. Two healthy adults were asked to walk at
comfortable speed along a straight line, experimental data
from the BWSS device were translated into the vertical force.

As seen in Figure 8(a∼b), which depicts the results from
the first experiment, both participants were able to follow the
given path within an acceptable error range. This indicates
that the walker allowed the user to walk naturally under the
controller and the proposed control methods were effective.
This finding supports the feasibility of incorporating the
walker into therapeutic regimes However, a limitation of
the walker was user control. For example, as noted by
study participants the walker could easily get out of hand
at warp speed. This is further supported by figure 8(a),
where, the walker is shown to deviate from the attention line
in Fig. 8(a). To address this concern, joysticks will be added
in the future.

The recorded data shown here are typical for the achieved
unloading force performance, as shown in Fig. 9∼10.
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The controller as described in the previous section was
based on the PD controller and dynamic model with the
unloading force. Furthermore, data is presented that was
obtained with the two volunteers. The unloading performance
can be described via the peak error, mean error and standard
deviation. According to the results, for the subject 1 with
unloading of 0 kg, the peak error was 9.5 N, mean error was
4.6 N and standard deviation was 3.4 N; for the subject 1 with
unloading of 10 kg, the peak error was 16.6 N, mean error was
8.7 N and standard deviation was 6.5 N; for the subject 2 with
unloading of 0 kg, the peak error was 21.4 N, mean error was
8.6 N and standard deviation was 4.8 N; for the subject 2 with
unloading of 10 kg, the peak error was 26.4 N, mean error
was 9.7 N and standard deviation was 5.8 N, which indicated
the unloading force performance of the walker during the
walking process. We may conclude that the walker is capable
of body weight support for patients.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel omni-directional robotic walker,
along with the associated dynamic models and implemented
control algorithm, was described in this paper. Effective
design allows for the walker to be controlled by user
pelvic motion. Furthermore, the proposed control methods,
intention recognition and body weight support, were effective
with middle-low walking speeds. Importantly, instead of
solely providing a constant unloading force, the walker
synchronously follows the user to ensure safety. Taken
together, research findings support the feasibility of the
walker to be included in therapeutic regimes implemented to
improve gait function via natural walking. However, before
the proposed walker becomes widely adopted, the limitations
need to first be addressed. Future studies should focus on
improving interaction forces and address torque control.
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